Claire Huber is a choreographer, a dancer and a poet, based in Brussels.
Educated to Humanities in Paris, and holding a master degree in philosophy at the E.H.E.S.S., she
firstly devoted herself to writing and translating poetry (a.o. Rainer Maria Rilke) and to direction and
text adaptation for theater (The Idiot by Dostoyevsky). Then, she was committed to mime and physical
theater companies linked to the Grotowsky Institute and story- telling in Western Africa. As she came
back to Europe, she turned to the study and practice of dance, pursuing an education in the Tanzfabrik,
Berlin, and then training the more extreme physicality of the Ultima Vez repertory in Portugal, before
she entered P.A.R.T.S., in Brussels.
Her choreographic work delves into rhythms as sensory unfolding of inner temporalities, probes the
interlacing of poetical text, dance and music, and broaches upon the dramaturgical question of dance
pieces that are given to the ear, among which No.oN (for three dancers and a percussionist, mentored
by Mette Ingvartsen), "...and then we knew it was wind" (for seven dancers, commissioned for the
Kinitiras Company, Athens), Siegfried's Idyll (solo in collaboration with the Amadeo orchestra), " Im
Lande der Zauberei " (a piece for seven dancers derived from Henri Michaux’s poems)...
She has been invited in several studios and centers in Europe, among which Largo Residencias,
Lisbon, Devir/Capa, Faro, Kinitiras, Duncan Center, Garage Performing Art Center Corfu, Krama
Artspace, Greece, Cowhouse studios, Ireland, ZPC, Croatia, JSKD, Slovenia, Dock 11, Berlin, both as
a choreographer and a pedagogue (workshop "from impulse into pulsation", classes of Stott Pilates,
and traditional dances). She collaborates closely with musicians Tilen Draksler, Kaja Farszky, Ruben
Orio Martinez and Stalin Abdi.
She has been awarded a grant by the Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles and by I-Portunus to pursue
further her choreographic researches.
Trailer No.oN : https://youtu.be/H_1Gd40Mi1I
Laboratory of movement research : https://youtu.be/G2mfJQwjisg
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